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Roots of Motive Power {999 Steam Engineering and Operating Safety Glass

Gongratulations to all twenty-eight students who attended the Steam Engineer's
Class of '99. After two grueling days of classroom instruction and hands-on, livesteam training, students were rewarded with a difficult two-page final exam.
Roots equipment operators, please look forward to attending a mandatory one-day
course on advanced engineering and operating safety next spring.
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From the President's Desk
I write this column on the last
Independence Day of the millenni
um after weeks of coaxing from the
Team Mom. It's hard not to get
sentimental.
Steam donkeys, yarders, loco-

motives, early cats, the TL-15 logging machinery from the first
half of this century. What is the
significance of this stu{I? Why
have we been so avidly acquiring,
restoring and preserving it? Why is
this record of the past so important?
"Change" is one answer.
Because change always seems profound and rapid, we need reference
points to look back on as we cross
arbitrary time lines into the future.
Virgin forests in coastal watersheds were clearcut early in the
century using steam equipment
Roots has saved for posterity.
Forests regenerated, except on
ridge tops bumt and converted to
grazing. Collapse of the industry
dwing the depression helped this
healing process. The woods again
hummed with activity after World
War II. This time, logs were hauled
out by truck instead of rail; diesel
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and onto ridge top landings to min-

Z0-acre ranchettes. Hopefu lly, tim-

imize soil disturbance. Stream protection zones buffered watercourses
from siltation. Courts began telling
foresters how to ply their craft.
Demographics changed. Political
clout of the industry eroded as
fewer and fewer people made their
living in the woods and mills.
The North Coast still provides
some of the best timber growing
land in the world. In time the
industry will regenerate like the
forests. Hopefully, it will escape
from the "boom or bust" model of
the past. Hopefully, environmental
constraints won't be so unreasonable that they bring about conversion of our forests to vineyards or

ber companies committed to sustained yield management will be

allowed to stay in business and
make a decent return on their
invesfonent.

Will Rogers said, "Even if
you're on the right hack you'll
run over if you just sit there."

get

Roots of Motive Power,Inc. has
been on the right track during the
past two decades. But we can't

afford not to take Will Rogers'
advice. We have a lot to do, a lot to
record, a lot to preserve for future
generations.
My special thanks to all the
roots volunteers for making this a
memorable year.

machines replaced steam donkeYs
for yarding logs and building
roads.
The mid-70's brought the
Forest Practice Act. Protection

of

the environment became a major
concem. SkYline cable machines
spirited logs uP out of the forest

The Mendocino County Woods, circa 1930 Photo from the
collection of the Mendocino County Museum. Gift of Louis &
Jane Bavo. H.H. Wonacott Collection 83-27-(1 188)
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Driver's side view of Truck #11,March 196O. Photo illustrates typical loading system with
brow log as fL-21 prepares to head out to the woods. Truck has original low-bed hookup. Note
original Union Lumber Company Noyo Chief logo on cab door.

THE STORY OF ULCO TRUCK NO. 11
by Theron Brown and Chris Baldo
In the last several issues of the Roots Newsletter, the authors have been examining different aspects of
Union Lumber Company's Fort Bragg logging operations. In this issue, we offer an in-depth discussion of one
is preof the most recent Roots acquisitions, ULCO Off Highway Truck No. 11. The information in this story
1998 issue of the
sented with the assumption that members have read the authors' article in the December,
Georgia Pacific.
Roots Newsletter on the off-highway program of Union Lumber Company, Boise Cascade and
(continuedonpage I0)
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After starting their off-highway
program by purchasing five used
trucks from Joe J. Rossi and Co. in
1956, Union Lumber Company
opened their checkbook and pwchased three new Kenworth offhighway trucks in 1957, which
became ULCO truck numbers 6, 7,
{,}
and 8. This was followed with the
purchase of four more new
Kenworths in 1958, truck numbers
9,10,11 & 12. Of this group, Truck
#11 was destined for a special life.
All seven of the new Kenworths
were similarly equipped with the
NTC 335 Cummins diesel englne
and Reliance trailers.
Logging practices throughout
the west coast were changing radically at this time as the sun was
setting on the era of railroad logging. It was at this time that Union
Lumber Company pulled up its Ten
Mile Branch logging railroad and
replaced it with a truck road. Truck
technology was evolving quickly
as trucks became the dominant
mode of log transportation for the
Truck #11 in March, 1960 with new Reliance low-bed and
industry. At the center of the
change was diesel engine technolo- Washington lron Works TL-21. Truck has original flattop cab,
round fenders, oil bath air cleaner. Note fender mounted rear
gy. Cummins previously had what
view mirror. Pictured L/R, Leonard Letner, Parker Ball, Elmer
was called the small bore engine.
Scaramella, Oscar Harrison.
Most had Roots Superchargers on
them and were in the power range
from275 horsepower (affectionately called the two-six bits) to 320 horsepower, which was the last supercharged engine that ULCO purchased. This supercharged Cummins NHRS-275 was the power for the first five
off-highway trucks purchased from Rossi. In this time period the turbo charger was coming into use and like
oil cooled,
most new inventions there were some bugs to work out. ULCO tried a number of different things,
of the day and they
water cooled, etc.; the 10,000+ RpM of the turbo proved to be a strain on the technology
same as the Roots
had trouble getting the turbo to stay together. The turbo pumps air into the engine the
just to run the supercharger.
Supercharger, however the Roots Supercharger takes about 45 or 50 horsepower
and was considerably
The turbo charger is driven by exhaust gils so it doesn't require power from the engine,
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lighter in weight and obviated the need for a muffler to catch sparks from the engine. Buying into the technology, the seven new Kenworths all came with NTC335 turbo-charged engines.
Central to the Union Lumber Company logging system were the Washington Iron Works Trakloaders. These
machines were capable of loading the heaviest old growth redwood logs with ease but represented significant
problems to move to the next setting due to their weight and width. After rolling a TL-15 and low-bed trailer
into a gulch in Dehaven Creek, Union realized they had a need for a heavier duty low-bed. The engineers at
Reliance Trailer designed a trailer which was made primarily to haul the Washington Trakloaders.
The trailer was built twelve feet wide. The back of the trailer had four short axles and each axle had four
tires. It had sixteen wheels in the back with 9.00120 tires, and was not a lot different from the axle set up on the
Cozad trailers with sixteen tires that are so popular now. In order to change the trucks so that they could pull the
low bed, it was necessary to alter the compensator located in the back of the frame so it was easy to remove.
Holes were placed in the bunk so that the bolts holding the trailer to the truck bunk could go through the bunk
(continued on page l2)
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Side view of truck #1 1, Reliance trailer and newly painted TL-21
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and be fastened to the trailer. Three trucks, 8, 9, and 11, were chosen to be modified to pull the low bed. When
the truck and trailer were unloaded, their approximate weight was ninety thousand pounds. When loaded with
the Washington Trakloader, the weight increased to approximately two hundred thousand pounds. Even with the
new Cummins turbocharged 335, due to the difficult terrain of the north coast and the extreme weight of the
payload, truck #11 was clearly underpowered.
Today, there are Caterpillar, Detroit, Cummins and other engine manufacturers building a variety of models
to power trucks. In the 50s, there were really only two choices, Cummins and Detroit. Detroit manufactured a
two cycle, in-line 6 cylinder, 6-71 engine. Cummins made engines ranging in horsepower from 200 to 335.
Detroit engines were manufactured at about 200 horsepower. There was an engine that was used quite a bit in
those days which was a made-over aircraft engine called the Hall Scott. It burned gasoline or butane. Most of
the time when it was used locally it was powered by butane. It was called the Hall Scott 400 or the 1091, representing the foot pounds of torque. It had 1091 foot pounds of torque at 1000 RPMs; this was pretty much
unheard of in those days. It was rated at 335 horsepower and was quite an engine. The drawback was that it

burned gasoline or butane as a fuel. Gasoline was quite expensive, and in addition, created a whole number of
maintenance problems. Redwood Construction Company, which operated a fleet of trucks in the Fort Bragg
area, had quite a
few Hall Scott
butane engines.
Union Lumber
Company, however,
was not a fan of
butane engines as
they had had some
problems in their
plant with a butane
fire and just didn't

like thern.
With a glaring
lack of powerful
altematives, Union
Lumber Company
and the local

International dealer,
Stevenson Equip. ,
worked together and
modified an
International engine
used in the TD25
tractor, called the

Intemational817
engine, and adaPted it
for use in the truck.

Truck #1 1 loads under TL-l5 #424 in the early 1960s. Truck now has
new lnternational 817 engine. Note change in Union Lumber ComPanY
Noyo Chief logo on cab door.

This engine was placed in truck number 11 because it pulled the low bed, and the driver, Elmer Scarmella, was
willing to try it. The Jacobs Engine Brake had also just come out at this time to ht the Cummins engine and
many of the trucks were getting them to go along with the hydrotarder brake. Most of the drivers really liked
the Jake brake and didn't want to give it up. Elmer was willing to try the new engine, sacrificing the security of
the Jacobs Engine Brake. Number 11 was chosen to be the guinea pig for the engine transplant. Suprisingly, the
International tractor engine made a pretty good automotive engine. It is estimated that it had about 375 horses
which today would be small on the horsepower rating, but then it was a big jump from 335 horsepower to 375
horses. With the new engine, more cooling capacity was required, so Kenworth supplied them with a bigger,

wider radiator and a larger air cleaner for more air delivery.
More power and torque caused problems with the Spicer single countershaft main transmission because it
was only rated for 800 foot lbs. of torque. Luckily the reputation of the Union Lumber Company maintenance
shop for extreme attention to truck maintenance and record keeping paid big dividends. Truck component manufacturers would seek them out to try various new types of transmissions and other new components. One of
these manufacturers was the Fuller Transmission Company. Fuller was interested in trying its new transmission,
a Model TO-905C; a twin countershaft transmission rated at about 900 foot pounds of torque. This transmission
proved highly successful and truck No. 11 now had a reliable drive train behind its new engine.
These were boom times for Union Lumber Company and their use of Washington Trakloaders and off-highway trucks were an unbeatable combination as they reached further north for new timber. One of the places that
they were logging was called the Usal Bluffs which was between the Usal county road and the ocean. To get to
this strip of timber
they had to construct
a truck road that was
probably steeper than
would normally have
been built for the offhighway type trucks,
but due to the lay of
the land they had no
choice. In 1964, not
long after completing
the road, Elmer
Scaramella was coming out with truck #11
with a big load of
logs, and one of the
drive lines twisted
loose just from the
(continuedonpage l4)
An interesting convoy pauses in 1972 as an early Jerry Philbrick log truck passes. Galion Model

600 motor grader leads the pack, followed by truck #1 1, Reliance low-bed, and Washington
lron Works TL-15, ULCO #43O. Truck #11 now sports the logo of new owner, Boise Cascade.
ln this post wreck photo, the truck has been kitted; square fenders, round top cab with sun
visor, large radiator, modified low-bed trailer hookup, equipped with lnternational 817.
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torque of trying to hold back on the hill. As broken drive lines are known to do, it whipped around, removing
the brake air lines as it went. The truck ran away and Elmer was somehow able to get the door open and jump
out as the truck went over the bank into a ravine. The truck came to a stop but trnfortunately the load kept coming, smashing the cab and totaling the kuck. Union Lumber was able to salvage enough parts and pieces from
truck #11, so they bought a new kit to rebuild the truck. The kit consisted of a frame, a front axle, a hood, a cab,
fenders, running boards and that sort of thing. You could tell number 11 after the wreck and after the kit
because instead of having the round fenders and the flat top cab with the head loader platform built into the cab,
it now had square shaped fenders and a round topped cab with a sun visor. Other than that it was put back
together exactly the same as the rest of the trucks. They put the Intemational engine back in it, put the hydrotarder on it, and the trailer and bunks were reused from the wreck, so in no time it was back at work hauling

logs and pulling the low bed.
Union Lumber Company had several truck wrecks about this time, including trucks #7,#10 and #11. The
challenge now seemed to be stopping the heavy kucks on steep grades now that the power train problems were
solved. Most of the off-highway trucks utilized combinations of three braking systems, standard air actuated
truck and trailer brakes, the Jacob brake, and the hydrotarder. The Jacob brake altered engine valving and turned
the engine into a modified air compressor. The hydrotarder was an auxiliary braking system mounted on the drive
line between the main transmission and the auxiliary transmission. It is essentially a centrifugal water pump
mounted on the drive line that forced water through a restricted orifice, creating braking force on the drive line.
The hydrotarders were originally installed in Joe Rossi's trucks before their acquisition by Union Lumber. The
factory hydrotarder came with a small tank that would sit up high behind the cab, that held maybe 100 gallons.
The action of the hydrotarder creates heat and Joe Rossi soon discovered the small volume in the water reservoir
heated up to the boiling point. When steam was formed, the braking action of the hydrotarder was reduced to
zero. To solve that problem, as the water came out of the hydrotarder, the factory design plumbed it into the
engine cooling water and ran it through the radiator; the theory berng that going downhill, the radiator wasn't
working all that hard to cool the engine so it was put to work cooling the hyrdrotarder water. However, the water
passed through the radiator so fast it didn't have time to cool the water and it was a less than successful idea. Joe
Rossi next decided that if they would build a bigger tank and increase the gallons from 100 to maybe 500 that
then there would be enough volume of water to avoid overheating problems. This was the system that was in
place when Union Lumber ptrchased the Rossi trucks and was the system installed on the seven new Kenworths.
The larger tank worked fine in places like Usal because the trucks only made a couple of trips a day off the
steep Wages Creek Hill in the north fork of Ten Mile River. As they started working in some closer places like
Charlie Creek and some in the head of De Haven Creek, the trucks were making three trips a day down Wages
Creek Hill. Even with the larger water tanks, the water was steaming and causing a problem.
The solution to the overheating problem lay in modifying another popular braking system that was develworked on conventional truck
oped before the Jake brake that was called the Williams Water Works, which
pressure in this tank. The driver in the
and trailer brakes. It had also used a tank behind the cab and it used air
came out, dripping onto the
truck cab could regulate the pressure in the tank which affected how fast the water
Works on the off-highway
brake drums and cooling the brakes. They weren't able to use the Williams Water
pressurized water made the hydrotrucks because when they pressurized the tank to make that part work, the
to have than the pressurized
tarder impossible to control. It was decided the hydrotarder was more important
water tanks to gravity feed water
water on the brakes. The Reliance off-highw ay logtrailers contained built-in
on the trailer brake drums, but nothing on the truck'
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However, using the Water Works idea, Union Lumber tapped into the hydrotarder tanks at about the Yzway
mark on the tank and put an air valve there which permitted gravity water flow to the four brake drums on the
truck. This air valve was controlled by a switch in the cab. The gravity feed was not as good as the Williams,
where you could turn on a little more water and cool things a

little faster, but it was a lot better than what they
had had before. The bonus to this system was that it would drain the tank down, and Union Lumber placed a
hose by the scale shack at the mill so that the trucks could refill their tanks with cold water on each trip. This
finally eliminated the problem of steam generation in the hydrotarder brake system.
Solving the braking problem was the last real innovation on the off-highway trucks, but certainly not the
end of the modifications. With the change to second growth timber and smaller logs, the trucks and trailers were
outfitted with stakes. Number 11 was one of the very last trucks to replace its cheeseblocks with stakes. As the
other off-highway trucks were sold off, truck #11 was used for occasional low-bed duties, and was fairly consistently used in the yard to shuttle logs from the cold deck to the Quad Mill. By the early 1980's, the International
motor was getting tired. There were standard off-the- shelf motors that had more power and torque than the
International motor so Georgia Pacific put a 400 Cummins with a Jacob brake in Number 11. They continued to
use the truck in the log yard to shuttle logs around. By the early 90's, the harsh ocean climate had taken it's toll
on the cab. The truck was brought into the shop and fitted with another cab. The cab that was on the truck and
came with the new kit, was discontinued by Kenworth in 1963. It was geffing difficult to impossible to find that
kind of cab, so GP bought a cab that was probably manufactured in 65. The fit was not perfect but it served to

life of the truck for a few more working years.
After the cab and some other repair work to the rear ends, Georgia Pacific decided with the big sawmill
closing that they no longer needed to use the truck to shuttle logs. In an effort to preserve the legacy of the offhighway era, in 1998 Georgia Pacific bestowed Truck No. 11 to Roots of Motive Power for the sum total of one
dollar. In May, 1998, Roots volunteers drove the off-highway truck from Fort Bragg to its new home in the
(continued on page 16)
Roots collection in Willits.
extend the

Truck #11 on
its way to
Willits in May,
1 998 pauses at
old Casper
Lumber
Company
Camp 19.

Truck now has
log bunks, new
cab, and more
battle scars.
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As we see the truck now, a battered warior that once stood so proudly in the picfure in 1958, the only
equipment that is original equipment are the Reliance truck bunk and hailer, the hydrotarder tank and the rear
end housings. All the other things on the truck. sometime over it's life and it's several new leases on life, have
been changed. If you have interest in helping with the restoration of ULCO Truck No. 11, either physically or
financially, please contact the authors. She deserves another lease on life.

(Left)

Driver's side
view of Truck

#11 at Caspar
Lumber
Camp 20
in May, 1998.
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(Right)

Foul weather

didn't damPen
the spirits of
the students
in April's
Steam
Engineering
and OPerating
Safety Class.
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